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Acid Resistant Tiles / Brick Lininq
1 . Objective

Since the Corrosion Technology found, Acid proof Bricks & Tiles are prime

;,'-"'"# l:::ff ;:J."- :":. *ffi :Jffi

2.

Concrete Surface from the erosion or chemical attack of the eitsnicals:\
&

The contractor shall furnish materials, labor, plant eq to
complete the work as per lS 4860 or soecified and / the drawings.

Acid Resistance Brick Lining
Acid Resistant Brick Lining includes supply an n along with other
materials required to carry out the compl r the requirement of thesite
conditions or soecified here as (BR/38/ along with complete tools
and tackles.

Area has to be decided where stant Brick Lining has to be done
Surface has to be prepared Resistant Brick Lining. (Please refer
Surface Preparation)

Lining has to be ing different material as specified (in this
case its B in a combination of the Acid Resistant Bricks as
per the lay down p (Please refer Procedure for Acid Resistance

way that it should remain intact with its parent surface

different thickness of Acid Resistant Bricks available along with
Pointing material. lt should be used ascombination of Bedding and

by the Client.

The material to be used for BR/38/KS/F or PH as under:

1. BR38 Bricks33MMThof thesizeof 230MM X 114MM as per lS 4860
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ffest Reoort of the same should be handed over at the time of
delivery). 1 SQM of the Brick Lining aprox required 38 Bricks ofthe
size.

2. KS ls a mixture of Potassium Silicate Powder no 6ffiiu#biticate
Liquid Resin in a combination of75 : 2 ld be
mixed thoroughly before applying on the own as
Potassium Silicate Mortar. For each uired 14 Kg to
20Kg of Mix as per the surface conq#, 5MM Th,
PreDare the mixture for the qua sumed in next 1-2
nrs.

3. ForPH nd Furan/Phenolic Liquid

thoroughly before a
f parts. lt should be mixed
joints and known as Pointing

Material. For SQM red 1.4 Kg to 2.0 Kg as per the job
conditions. re for the quantity can be consumed in

next 1-2 hrs.

4. Bitumen and should be applied on the prepared civil
sumption will be around 0.3 Kg Per SQM.

5. Bitumen [astic IGqf mi)ture of Bitumen and Silica Quartz by the ratio of
& parts. The consumption of the Bitumen Mastic will be 1.7

SQM of Job against each MM of thickness. lt can be
ght in ready mix conditions or can be mixed at site. Before

pplying the Bitumen Mastic its should be heated so that it should
get semi liquid condition.

Thickness of the Bitumen Mastic will be as specified. The lS follows
is 1S1580

All materials shall be of best quality and shall conform to specifications required

to carry out the specific work and objactive desired.

For 25MM and 75MM the Size of the Bricks will be 230MM X 1 14
MM and follow lS 4860. Test reoort of the Brick must be reviewed.
Where as for 20MM or less then (follows 154457) that it varies. For
20MM its in general available in the size of 200MM X 1001\4&8r
300X 300MM * qi. \a, r?|'w

*

ls a mixture Furan/Phe
Resin in a combination
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Test Certificate of all the material should be produced before the application to

the Client ior his aPProvel.

Work

#r*## This the in general specifications. Where as as per specific requirement as

per the site Conditions. The Specifications change for Expample we h9llglves
few difierent specifications as: a-1(\
1. With Furan Bedding and pointing \ \

:. ::".:,"', *gtjd ;:lfui::"*"" 
".,,'"," $S:,"

Definitions:

Area

Surface Req. : For Acid

: Required fol
decided by

particle or should not have
clear surface.

istant Btick Lining / Flooring has to b€
/ consultant.

t Brick Lining or Flooring we required solid

any oil spots and foreign material. lf there are any

ls it should be removed by using wire brush or angle

lid surface stand for the surface's should not have any loose
scaling and it should be oily free and
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Material

Surhce must be free from any cracks and undulations. The
structure must be checked for the water leakage or seepage before
going for the Acid Resistant Brick Lining Flooring. lf any seepages
or cracks are observed should be attended by the Civil Persons
before Acid Resistant Brick Lining or Floodng

PROCEDURE LAYING ACID RESI

Acid Resistant Bricks
Bitumen Primer.
Bitumen Mastic.

Dry surface (applicable icr civil structure) stand for the surh{ee
fmmtraces of the moisture. ro checkthe **:*S*

of plastic sheet with toad.on ,* *91,,191 ,"|ry,.D,tt:t=
deposited below the sheet that shows stllll'lQl{ire cItenl E mere
in the surface. fX.\r-

Potiassium Sil
Furan Morta

Equipments Grinder sn

Step by step procedure g and Lining.

Select the rtl\RT Flooring or Lining has to be done.

in selected area.

ess of surface

of Surface (For ART Lining surface requirement is clear surface with

0'1.

02. Check

.c

races of oil and it should be dust free and rough finish.

heck loose parlicles if any

03. Mark location of area where ART Flooring / flooring has to be done.
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04. First apply the Bitumen Primer Coat on the complete area where the ART Lining or

Flooring is required.

Once the primer coat completed wait for 24 hrs.05.

06.

07.

08.

Heat up the Bitumen Mortar near the site location. Apply the same for the

thickness as specified. This can be done on the complete area of the unit g6Rart of

it as per site conditions. ..}.{ \
Once the Bitumen Mastic work completed wait for 24 hrs 

\ 
'W

\\-
Aoolv the Potassium Silicate Mortar for the area in which wJq co0nPlete the

Acid'Resistant Bricks Lining or Flooring in anothe|I "ti,R \*rF
09. Now place the tiles on the Potassium Silicate

per the required orientation. Complete the process

for the area where Potassium Silicate Mortar has ba

fix it properly as
id Resistant Bricks

Once that area where the Potassium Sili been laid down covered

with the Acid Resistant Bricks, apply the Silicate Mortar for adjoining

area in which Acid Resistant Bricks LD ng completed in another 1-2

hrs.

Repeat the process to complete

10. Fill the gap of the two B enolic Mortar gently in 2-3 stages. Fill

the gap in such a way -3 mm of the Bricks should not be lilled with

process for the entire area or unlt where Acid Resistant Bricks Lining

with Acidic Water has to be carried out for the pointing material after 48 hrs

tlie pointing work or part work completed.

'14. After Acid Water curing area can be taken in to the use after 4 days'


